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Aluminium extrusions have been used in the sign manufacturing industry for decades, this article is
aimed at going through the pros of using aluminium profiles for your sign needs. The article will then
aim at assisting you on where you can find more information on aluminium profiles. This article is as
a guide for sign-writing companies although it can also but put into context of any business that may
be considering using aluminium profiles.

Aluminium profiles over steel construction

The main benefits of using Aluminium extrusions over constructing them comes from the weight of
the product, a steel frame will weigh more than an aluminium profile of the same kind; this means
that it is more difficult to fabricate on site as you will have the issue of the additional weight to deal
with. In addition to this additional weight, it takes longer for the steel frame to be constructed, it is
also harder to drill through which when fabricating a sign is also a big disadvantage. By choosing an
aluminium profile you will be safe knowing that it is laughter in weight and you will have no problem
in drilling any additional holes that you require, you will also have no issues with fixings; self tappers
should lend themselves nicely to aluminium profiles. You also have the added benefit of being able
to powder coat your aluminium profile is a variety of different colours. This is particular useful as the
aluminium profile then comes quick and ready to use.

Information on aluminium extrusions.

As you can see there are a few reasons why luminium profiles can help you in you quest to find the
perfect material to fabricate signs with and you really canâ€™t go too wrong with opting for aluminium
extrusions. If you would like more information on this really useful material then this can be found by
entering the keywords, â€˜aluminium extrusionsâ€™ into an internet search engine. This search will allow
you to look and ponder over all over the products that are on the market.
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Julia Roger - About Author:
a Aluminium Extrusions are supplied by our company at the most affordable prices. 
Lovealuminium.co.uk also provides a Aluminium profiles as well â€“ Visit our website today for more
informtaion!
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